
ARGUMENT FOR THE AUTHORITY OF THE CHURCH AND THE CHAIR OF 
PETER AND WHY ONE NEEDS TO REMAIN IN HER
The authority of a Pope is mediate, not immediate, as only God Himself retains 
immediate authority.

THE CHURCH IS ASKED: Where does scripture say that the mediate authority 
given to Peter was only given to him once? If he had that authority now it is lost 
forever upon his death.

I ANSWER: Scripture demonstrates the fact implicitly but does not say this 
explicitly like so many other things in the Bible: age of Baptism, method of 
Baptism, male priesthood, the trinity etc. Therefore it becomes apparent 
because we are dealing with a structure of a Church that was founded by Christ 
(with immediate authority) upon Peter being the Leader (with mediate authority). 
That post has mediate authority so that whoever holds that post also holds that 
authority. The Church has a Holy Office which is occupied by the chosen leader; 
he who occupies the chair of Peter. The mediate authority therefore, is to the 
office and not simply to the man. We see this in the appointment of other 
apostles and priests by the original 11 (Judas having died - and quickly 
replaced). In the OT we see the same with Moses choosing Joshua to replace 
him. 

It is what we all take for granted in a country’s government.

In a government, there is a Leader or a President. When the leader dies the 
authority is not lost but given to someone else who then occupies the office. 

It was the same in the Church. Christ set Peter as the Leader. When he dies the 
mediate authority passes to his successor. Christ did not structure His Church to 
fall apart at the death of Peter and the Apostles. He structured the Church for 
the long term and not simply for a single generation. He said that He would not 
leave us as orphans. That implies stability and longevity. It is as simple as that.

A final thought: you have already accepted that one with mediate authority can 
give mediate authority to others. You accept the NT. The Synoptic Gospels, for 
example, were not written by God but were the accounts that were preached 
and taught by the Apostles with their mediate authority. The writers who put 
these teachings on parchment mediated this teaching  themselves (implying that 
the Apostles gave them this authority). You accept the Bible today which has 
developed in our translations (another form of mediation) and scholarship and 
count it is inerrant in the Faith thought Bible translations can vary a lot. So we 

have mediate authority being passed on, to today and we accept this ability to 



have mediate authority being passed on, to today and we accept this ability to 
do so in an inerrant way. Such is the case for the Authority of the Pope and the 
Teaching Magisterium.

THE CHURCH IS ASKED: Why then is the Church separated from so many other 
Christians and why did they do so many scandalous things? How can you stay 
with a Church that is so obviously corrupt?

I ANSWER: The Church is not corrupt. People are corrupt and some are 
wonderful leaders and others are horrible leaders. It is not the teachings of the 
Faith that have become corrupted but the sinners within. After all, it was for the 
sinners that the Church was established. Some fail at their jobs while others 
excel. Also, the Catholics did not leave some haven of Christians who were all 
living together in perfect harmony. Those who are in schism left Her. She was 
the battleground where Christians fought their battles. They either accepted 
their defeat or they established a new church.

Again, if we were to look to government as an example, we would see that the 
US did terrible things (treatment of the American Indians, slavery etc.) during its 
past and that we had the equivalence of a schism or heresy with the outbreak of 
our Civil War. So why should we stay in the US when it has such a bad record of 
past deeds? Should we pack our bags and move to Canada? Argentina? Outer 
Mongolia? I’m sure some southerners did leave for other lands once they lost 
the war but most stayed. We stay here because we still believe in the mission 
and the teachings of this country: and we do likewise with the Church. 

We stay though we know that scandals will come. There have been many 
wrongs done in the name of the Church and there will probably be many more 
done in the future of the Church - just as we have no right to expect that the US 
will never make another mistake or scandalize or victimize another human being. 
Such would be a foolish guarantee which nobody of sound mind could ever be 
held accountable: not in any country, church or institution on this planet. To 
leave is to establish a new authority that is neither immediate (from God) nor 
mediate (given to us by God); it is merely a human convention that establishes 
an agreed upon leadership, to their own liking, and those doctrines that they 
propose for their people, to believe or disbelieve; for they do not have an 
established office, with its requisite mediate powers, given them by the only 
immediate authority, God Himself. So even if they preached everything correctly 
and as God wants there is no guarantee that they always will and shall not fail: 
the gates of Hell will not prevail.


